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Dining Table in Bronze grade Live Edge Walnut with Ladder bases
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The Everyday Col lect ion

Created™ Hardwood designs and builds 
products to fit every style, application, and 

budget. The Created™ Everyday Collection comprises high 
quality, solid wood products made with Bronze grade 
mulitplank slabs, which offer the ultimate in versatility and 
durability at an oustanding value.

Distinguished by the trademark Bronze Created™ coin, the 
collection comprises every item in the catalog in a wide 
range of species, shapes, and edge profiles.  

Dining Table in Bronze grade Live Edge Walnut with Ladder bases
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Round Table in Straight Edge Bronze grade Ebonized Maple

Small Solid Face Credenza in
Straight Edge Bronze grade Walnut

Console Table in Bronze grade
Live Edge Walnut with Trestle bases



Coffee Table in Bronze grade Live Edge
Ebonized Maple with Ladder bases

(background) Stool in Straight Edge Walnut
(foreground) Stool in Bronze grade Straight Edge
Ebonized Maple

Block (left) and Stump (right) Side Tables
in various species

Kitchen Island in Bronze grade Live Edge Maple

Dining Table in Bronze grade Live Edge Walnut with Taper bases
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Dining Table in Bronze grade Live Edge Walnut with Hourglass bases
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Coffee Table in Bronze grade Live Edge Ebonized Maple with Ladder bases

The Created™ Difference

Created™ products are not only built with the highest 
quality materials, our craftsmen also utilize best practices 
and industry standard construction methods to ensure 
maximum performance and durability. All of our bronze 
grade products feature full length boards* over butcher 
block style panels for optimum continuity.
*144” maximum length without joining

BUTCHER BLOCK STYLE FULL LENGTH*

SHAPE  |  Different applications and styles of decor call 
for different product forms and designs. Created™ 
specializes in live edge slabs, but they can be cut to any 
shape or size within the original dimensions of the slab.

NATURAL SQUARE OR RECTANGLE ROUND OR OVAL

HARDWARE  |   Our bases are designed to complement any 
style without distracting from the wood they support. Each 
one is made by hand by local fabricators and are available in 
a variety sizes and finishes. Ask about additional designs. 

BLOCK PRESS CHEVRON TRESTLE

EDGE PROFILE  |   While the Created™ brand was founded 
on the organic shape of the Live edge, other edge profiles 
can be used to establish a particular design style and 
emphasize features of a piece.  

LIVE SQUARE INVERTED
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Visit CreatedHardwood.com to 
learn more or scan the code to see 
how it’s done!

The patented EZ-LOCK™ Cleat hanging 

easy. No glue or special tools required. 

FLOATING SHELVES CUTTING BOARDS

KNIFE BOARDSWINE HOLDERS

Offering a wide range of premium quality solid wood 
shelves and accessories for the entire home and office, 
EDGEWISE™ provides an easy, affordable way to enjoy 
the natural beauty of CREATED™ products. 

MEET

FLOATING SHELVES | Bring the natural beauty of live 
edge hardwood into your home as a design feature or 
room accent with EDGEWISE™ Floating Shelves.

Both beautiful and practical, they’re finished with a 
durable conversion varnish and utilize the patented 
EZ-LOCK™ Cleat system for maximum strength and 
durability and quick and easy installation. 

SMALL
18” L x 7”-9” D x 1.625” T

MEDIUM
36” L x 7”-9” D x 1.625” T

LARGE
52” L x 7”-9” D x 1.625” T

Available in 3 sizes
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CUTTING BOARDS | Cut, prepare and serve your food in 
style with an EDGEWISE™ Cutting Board. Made from 
solid slabs of live edge hardwood, each board is 
pretreated with food-safe mineral oil. 

MAPLE OR
SYCAMORE

CHERRY WALNUT

SMALL
12” x 10”-12”

x 1.625”

MEDIUM
15” x 12”-15”

x 1.625”

LARGE
18” x 13”-18”

x 1.625”

KNIFE BOARDS | Knife Boards are an attractive and 
practical way to display and organize your knives. Each 
board features hidden high-strength magnets which hold 
the knives safely and securely.

WINE HOLDERS | Stylishly keep 
wine within reach with an 
EDGEWISE™ Countertop Wine 
Holder. Featuring two 
solid blocks of finished 
hardwood and powder 
coated hardware, each 
one holds three 
standard-sized bottles 
of wine.
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Created™ Hardwood Ltd.
1310 Grandview Ave.  Columbus,  OH 43212

330-878-1146 |  www.CreatedHardwood.com

Created™ Hardwood is committed to being 
environmentally responsible, utilizing local sources, 
replenishing, and sustaining our raw materials by partnering 
with the non-profit organization, One Tree Planted, and 
contributing to reforestation efforts around the world. In an 
ever-changing global landscape, we view our access to 
these amazing creations as a privilege, not a right, now 
more than ever.


